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Abstract

ened ED LOS (OR = 0.60, 95% CI 0.40 - 0.90, P < 0.05).

Background: Emergency department (ED) shift handoffs are potential sources of delay in care. We aimed to determine the impact that
using standardized reporting tool and process may have on throughput metrics for patients undergoing a transition of care at shift change.

Conclusions: Standard reporting system use during emergency physician handoffs at shift change improves ED throughput efficiency
and is associated with shorter ED LOS.

Methods: We performed a prospective, pre- and post-intervention
quality improvement study from September 1 to November 30, 2015.
A handoff procedure intervention, including a mandatory workshop
and personnel training on a standard reporting system template, was
implemented. The primary endpoint was patient length of stay (LOS).
A comparative analysis of differences between patient LOS and various handoff communication methods were assessed pre- and post-intervention. Communication methods were entered a multivariable logistic regression model independently as risk factors for patient LOS.
Results: The final analysis included 1,006 patients, with 327 comprising the pre-intervention and 679 comprising the post-intervention
populations. Bedside rounding occurred 45% of the time without a
standard reporting during pre-intervention and increased to 85% of
the time with the use of a standard reporting system in the post-intervention period (P < 0.001). Provider time (provider-initiated care to
patient care completed) in the pre-intervention period averaged 297
min, but decreased to 265 min in the post-intervention period (P <
0.001). After adjusting for other communication methods, the use of a
standard reporting system during handoff was associated with shortManuscript submitted January 31, 2018, accepted February 19, 2018
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Introduction
Patient handoffs in the emergency department (ED) are a
complex yet common practice for emergency physicians (EP)
involving the transition of patient care from one provider to
another. These transitions are often fraught with frequent interruptions, breakdowns in communication, and loss of critical
data transfer, thereby introducing opportunities for medical errors, delays in care and disposition, and medicolegal liabilities [1, 2]. Poor communication between caretakers is a major
contributor to many medical errors and could potentially lead
to delays in care and sentinel events [3, 4]. Bedside handoff is
known to be one of the most common and effective communications servicing transitions between providers [5, 6]. Additional studies have shown that patient care transition is more
consistent and systemic with the implementation of standard
reporting systems [7, 8]. Aside from using a systemic report,
identifying potentially high-risk patients during handoff procedures seems to play a critical role in reducing medical errors
and improving outcomes [9-11]. Although prior studies have
evaluated the use of standardized reporting systems between
different specialties, there is scant literature evaluating standardized bedside handoff procedures in an ED setting [12-15].
Bedside handoff, along with other traditional communication handoffs, are reported in the literature and include verbal
discussion between physicians, written documentation via paper/charts, and/or electronic medical record (EMR) documentation [16, 17]. Despite incremental improvements to patient
quality of care, regardless of communication method employed, few studies directly link the various handoff methods
to patient outcomes [16, 17].
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We implemented a standard reporting system template
for handoff procedures during shift changes and provided a
mandatory training workshop for all EPs emphasizing the need
for systemic reporting of potentially high-risk patients. The intervention process involved bedside handoff coupled with a
systemic reporting activity. The specific traditional handoff
communication method employed was at the individual EP’s
discretion (e.g., bedside verbal, written, or EMR with or without standard report). A quality improvement project was conducted to compare patient care outcomes before and after this
intervention. We aimed to determine whether implementing
mandatory bedside handoff with a standard reporting system
improved throughput and patient care outcomes.

Methods
Study design
This is a single-center, prospective qualitative cohort study. The
study ED is an urban tertiary referral center with level one trauma center designation and annual visits > 100,000. Main section
of the study ED is staffed by ED physicians and fast track area
is staffed by advanced practice provider. The study ED is a community hospital ED with no emergency medicine residents. This
study was performed at main section of ED during a 12-week
period from September 1, 2015 through November 30, 2015.
The same ED providers were included during the pre- and postintervention phases who all used scribes as abstractors and realtime data collectors. As a quality improvement project, a waiver
of Institutional Review Board (IRB) approval was granted.
Study setting and population
We investigated the importance of patient throughput metrics
(e.g. length of stay (LOS)) by conducting a patient handoff
project at the study ED. The study included all intend-to-treat
patients: 1) who experienced a transition of care between EPs
at some point during their ED stay, 2) whose ED physicians
using scribes for their documentations and collecting data for
quality improvement purposes. Patients whose care was conducted and completed solely under the management of one EP
(e.g., discharged, transferred, or admitted patients), whose care
rendered by ED providers not using scribes, and those whose
care was immediately transferred to a non-EP upon ED arrival
(e.g., trauma patients) were excluded from this study. If same
patients visited ED multiple times, we considered multiple encounters and analyzed separately in this study.
Study protocol
Pre-intervention

ard reporting system utilization were emphasized when patient
care transitioned from one EP to another EP at shift change. During the patient handoff process, methods of transitioning care
information from one EP to another were dependent on their
routine practice habit. In general, three different communication
methods were commonly used during patient care information
transfer with or without bedside rounding. These patient care
information transition methods were: 1) verbal patient care transition information between EPs (communications between outgoing and incoming physicians), 2) hard copy documented EP
discussion of patient care transition information (written paper
documentation from either outgoing or incoming physicians),
3) electronic medical record (EMR) entry of EP discussion of
patient care transition information (EMR documentation from
either outgoing or incoming physicians). Pragmatically, verbal
communication was commonly put to use despite other transition
of care communication methods used (i.e., documented). Data
were collected by scribes in real-time during handoff process.
Intervention
A mandatory workshop and personnel training were completed
by each EP and a standard reporting system template was introduced (Supplementary Table 1, www.jocmr.org). Workshop
training emphasized the importance of systemic reporting by
using the situation, background, assessment, and recommendation (SBAR) form of communication during handoff procedures. A standard reporting system template including all potentially high-risk patient characteristics was implemented to
facilitate SBAR discussions during the handoff process. Mandatory bedside patient rounding using this standard reporting
system template during shift changes became effective after
October 14, 2015 at the study ED. Bedside rounding was defined as physicians physically at bedside with patients during
handoff process and handoff communicated between physicians using SBAR format, whether information required to be
recorded in paper or in EMR was not mandatory.
Post-intervention
During the subsequent 6-week post-intervention period (October 15, 2015 through November 30, 2015), All EPs were
required to complete the standard reporting system template
during their shift changes. Meanwhile, EPs continued to rely
on individual clinical discretion when using one of the other
care information transition methods. ED scribes were utilized
as primary abstractors after training on an electronic data entry
platform. They contemporaneously observed the handoff process and were mandatory to record data including presence or
absence of bedside handoff, method(s) of information transfer,
EPs involved, and time to process completion.
Outcome measurements

During the 6-week pre-intervention period (September 1, 2015
through October 14, 2015), neither bedside rounding nor stand446
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Our primary outcome measurement was total patient ED LOS,
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Table 1. General Information of Study Patients
Pre-intervention (n = 327)

Post-intervention (n = 679)

Age - years, (mean, IQR)

51 (35 - 62)

51 (37 - 65)

Sex - male yes, (n, %)

173 (53)

342 (50)

ED disposition (n, %)
   Discharged to home

165 (50)

286 (42)

   Admitted to hospital

155 (47)

367 (54)

  Others*

7 (2)

26 (4)

IQR: interquartile range; n: number; ED: emergency department. *Others including transfer to other facilities, left against medical advice, or disposition to jail/police.

especially provider-to-disposition time, defined as the interval
incorporating the point at which the provider initiated patient
care to the point that patient care was completed (i.e., patient
final disposition decision entered into the EMR by provider),
hereafter referred to as provider time. Our secondary outcome
measurement was peer referral quality improvement cases including: hospital and ED quality committee referral for evaluation of ED unexpected death; 72-h return to ED; procedural
compliance violations; unplanned level of care transfers after
admission; delays in care; and adverse events due to treatment,
procedure, or medication errors (hereafter referred to as referral cases).
Variables
General patients’ characteristics were analyzed and compared
before and after the intervention to include age, sex, race, and
ED dispositions. We measured patients’ total LOS (defined as
the time interval incorporating the point the patient arrived at
the ED to the point that the patient physically left the ED) and
provider time (previously defined). Handoff time refers to the
interval time spent by EPs during handoff procedures and includes, but may not be limited to, bedside patient rounding
and patient information transition and discussion. ED scribes
measured handoff intervals using 5-min time ranges (e.g., 5 10 min, 10 - 15 min, etc.); therefore, a median minutes value
was entered for final data analysis (e.g., 7.5 min was recorded
if EPs spent 5 - 10 min for their handoff procedures).
Sample size estimation
Sample size was estimated on the basis of reported potential
quality improvement in the literature and historical metrics
in the study ED. A modified Delphi survey was conducted
among the physicians and ED administrators to determine the
potential decrease of ED LOS after the implementation of the
handoff intervention. Our survey results indicated that 10% of
shortened ED LOS after the intervention could reasonably be
expected. Setting the acceptable significance level (α = 0.05)
for two tailed alternative hypotheses and assigning the power
of the study at 80% (β = 0.2) with 1:2 allocation ratio (preversus post-intervention phases), we estimated that the sam-

ple size to be 885 for this study with 295 patients enrolled in
the pre-intervention and 590 patients in the post-intervention
phases.
Data analysis
Student’s t-test was used for comparison analysis for continuous variables (before and after intervention groups). Wilcoxon
rank sum test was used as an alternative to Student’s t-test for
non-parametric continuous data analysis. Pearson Chi-square
(χ2) analysis was used to compare categorical variables. We
first compared the outcome differences before and after the intervention supplemented with an outcome difference analysis
on bedside rounding during handoff with or without use of the
standard reporting system template. A comparison of outcome
differences among the various communication methods (bedside rounding, communication with standard reporting system
template, written, and EMR) was performed using a multivariable step-wise logistic regression model. The dependent outcome variable is provider time. Due to skewed outcome data
(Supplementary Table 1, www.jocmr.org), provider time was
dichotomized into two categories (not prolonged versus prolonged provider time). Patients whose ED provider time was
approached the upper quartile (25%) of the entire study sample were considered patients with prolonged provider time. All
potential confounders including patient age, gender, race, and
patient ED dispositions along with the four different communication transition methods were entered into the final regression
model as independent variables. To avoid the redundant variables in the final model, Spearman correlation and a regression
with variance inflation (VIF) option including all predictive
variables was used. The model’s goodness of fit was measured
using the Hosmer-Lemeshow test. All descriptive and statistical analyses were performed using Stata 14.0 (College Station,
TX). A P value less than 0.05 was considered statistically significant.

Results
During the 12-week study period, a total of 1,006 patients were
enrolled including 327 patients enrolled in the pre-intervention
phase and 679 patients in the post-intervention. Table 1 shows
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Table 2. Physician Compliance With Bedside Rounding Handoff Protocol Relative to Patient Outcomes
Pre-intervention (n = 327)

Post-intervention (n = 679)

P value

   Bedside rounding - yes, (n, %)

146 (45)

578 (85)

< 0.001

    Written

193 (59)

528 (78)

< 0.001

    EMR

245 (75)

629 (93)

< 0.001

Handoff parameters

   Bedside rounding with providers - yes, (n, %)
    Oncoming provider only

33 (23)

26 (4.5)

< 0.001

    Outgoing provider only

20 (14)

2 (0.4)

< 0.001

     Both oncoming and outgoing providers

91 (62)

550 (95)

< 0.001

    Others*

2 (1.4)

0

0.106

Patient care outcome measurements
   Total ED LOS (min) - median (IQR)

472 (323 - 760)

455 (323 - 643)

0.092

   Provider time (min) - median (IQR)

297 (197 - 551)

265 (173 - 438)

< 0.001

   Handoff time (min) - median (IQR)

12.5 (7.5 - 12.5)

7.5 (7.5 - 12.5)

0.010

   Referral cases - yes (n, %)

22 (6.7)

38 (5.6)

0.478

n: number; EMR: electronic medical record; ED: emergency department; LOS: length of stay; min: minutes; IQR: interquartile range. *Others including bedside rounding with nursing staff, residents, or students.

the patient population general characteristics. No statistically
significant differences were reached.
Further analysis revealed that the frequency of bedside
rounding increased significantly after the intervention (45%
pre- to 85% post-intervention, P < 0.001) regardless of communication method used during the handoff process (Table
2). The frequency of both incoming and outgoing physicians
involved in the handoff process was also noted to increase
significantly (37% pre- to 84% post-intervention, P < 0.001).
Meanwhile, we found that both patient ED LOS and provider
time decreased post-intervention. Although there was a trend
toward improvement in referral case rate, neither this statistic
nor handoff time change reached statistical significance (Table

2).

To specifically determine the role of bedside rounding with
a standard reporting system template relative to improvement
of patient care outcomes studied, patients were divided into
two groups (patients whose bedside rounding was performed
with the standard report versus those whose bedside rounding
was performed without the standard report). We found that if
bedside rounding with the standard report was performed during handoff, EPs tended to spend less time during the transition of care process and patients subsequently spent less time
in the ED (Table 3, P < 0.001). Moreover, if bedside rounding
with standard report was performed, fewer referral cases were
reported, though the difference did not reach statistical signifi-

Table 3. Association Between Physician Bedside Rounding With and Without the Use of a Standard Reporting System Template
Relative to Patient Outcomes
Pre-intervention

Post-intervention

Bedside rounding by incoming
and outgoing physicians without
standard report (n = 91)

Bedside rounding by incoming
and outgoing physicians with
standard report (n = 550)

P value

    Written

73 (80)

451 (82)

0.68

    EMR

84 (92)

541 (94)

0.59

484 (324 - 888)

456 (327 - 635)

0.1989

Handoff parameters
   Communication method - yes, (n, %)

Patient care outcome measurements
   Total ED LOS - min, (median, IQR)
   Provider time - min, (median, IQR)

311 (226 - 565)

263 (173 - 435)

0.005

   Handoff time - min, (median, IQR)

12.5 (12.5 - 17.5)

7.5 (7.5 - 12.5)

< 0.001

   Referral cases - yes, (n, %)

10 (11)

33 (6)

0.078

n: number; EMR: electronic medical record; ED: emergency department; LOS: length of stay; min: minutes; IQR: interquartile range.
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Table 4. Role of Different Communication Methods Relative to Prolonged Provider Time
Communication method

Adjusted odds ratio

95% Confidence limit

P value

Bedside rounding

1.25

0.80 - 1.94

0.32

Standard reporting system template

0.60

0.40 - 0.90

0.01

Written communication

0.88

0.63 - 1.23

0.45

Electronic medical record

0.89

0.58 - 1.38

0.81

ED: emergency department.

cance due to small patient sample size.
A multivariable logistic regression model was generated
to determine the association of each communication method
with prolonged provider time. Our findings showed that simply providing bedside rounding without using the standard reporting system template did not significantly change patient
provider time. In contrast, using the standard reporting system
template during handoff resulted in shorter patient ED LOS
and significantly reduced provider time (Table 4).

Discussion
Appropriate handoff procedures improve patient outcomes
through reduction of medical errors, recognition of unsolved
problems, and improvement of patient satisfaction [18, 19].
Standard reporting systems identifying potentially high-risk
patients are considered an efficient method of transitioning
care but lack external comparisons and validation [20]. Currently, no study has identified best handoff practices nor has
handoff standardization been mandated by regulators [21].
Mandatory training with recommendation of bedside rounding using a standard reporting system template facilitating EP
handoffs was performed as part of this study. The intervention
significantly improved compliance with EP bedside handoff
expectations during shift change thereby decreasing provider
time, an outcome which has not been reported previously.
Study results demonstrate the value of performing bedside
handoff in conjunction with a standard reporting system and its
causal relationship in reducing provider time. Our findings add
value to the literature pool by providing evidence supporting
the importance of bedside rounding using a standard reporting
template relative to improved patient care outcomes. Meanwhile, it further emphasizes the impact that mandatory training
interventions have relative to increased compliance with ED
quality improvement projects.
In this study, a quasi-experimental one group pretest and
posttest study was designed with doubling the posttest sample size. This will help providing sufficient evidence against
confounding. Additionally, same group of physicians entered
into pre- and post-intervention phases minimized the potential
variations on their routine practice. A step-wise multivariate
logistic regression model further minimized the potential confounders affecting outcome measurements.
A variety of reporting systems exist and have been reported as efficient handoff procedures linked closely to improved
patient care outcomes [11, 22, 23]. As SBAR is widely recommended and externally validated, similar standards were

adopted at the study ED yielding similar findings [24-26].
This study did not focus on the determination and validation
of this standard reporting system template’s ability to identify
potentially high-risk patients during the handoff procedure.
We rather chose to emphasize the role of the bedside handoff
itself coupled with various existing communication options
commonly used for standard reporting. Our results still favor the use of a standard reporting template during handoff,
regardless of additional communication methods used. These
findings are consistent with previous handoff reports found
among the various specialty physician literatures and further
expand its value among EPs [12, 15]. Still, our study data did
not show a direct link between handoff and potential medical
errors. As is known, referral cases are affected in a multifactorial manner with potential influences being physician and
nursing staff, patient disease nature, ED overcrowding, etc.
[27-29]. Therefore, a multi-center prospective cohort study
incorporating possible medical errors risks is warranted for
further investigation.
When analyzed as independent predictors, we found no significant differences between the communication methods employed in this study (i.e., bedside rounding, written, or EMR).
This indicates that providers may choose to employ any of the
traditional communication methods during handoffs when coupled with a standard reporting system (e.g., SBAR). A review
of the current literature finds no consensus best practice recommendation when comparing the variety of handoff procedures
coupled with different combinations of handoff communication
tools [4, 16]. Some studies preferred verbal communication
[17] while others preferred EMR documentation [4]. One study
found bedside handoff was not superior to traditional handoffs
[30]. By far, comparison study on these traditional communication methods used during handoff procedures and their interaction analyses has not yet reported in the current literature.
Although our results are unable to determine the superiority of
one communication method to another during the handoff process, our findings establish a foundation for future transition of
care communication interaction projects.
Limitations
Our study has several limitations. This is a single-center prospective study. Our study did not analyze all patient care outcomes such as patient satisfaction, 30-day readmission to hospital, or prescription errors. Additionally, the study endpoints
can be affected by numerous factors, such as patient disease
nature, ED crowding status, and the availability/priority of ad-
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junct services. We are therefore unable to address every potential confounder in order to minimize bias.
Conclusions
Standard reporting system use during EP handoffs in the ED
significantly improves throughput without adversely affecting
the transition of care time interval.
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